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In. this thesis we wish to show that in a metric siace a , 
continuum. M is a simple triod it' M contains three points !.., b, and 
c such that every point of M - (a+b+c) sei:a,rates M and !., b, and 
o do not separate M, and, we wish to give some properties of this 
continuum •. 
It will first be helpful to know something of the simple 
arc, usually called an arc. A continuum T is a simple arc if 
there exist two points Land b of T such that every point of 
T - (a+b) sel'.&ra tes T but !. and b do not sepa.ra te T. By a 
method of proof similar to that used in Theorem 2.1 of this thesis, 
it can be shown that if p i _s a point of T - (a+b) and T - p is 
the sum of two mutually sepa.ra ted sets H and K, then H and K 
contain !. _and 1? respectively. Here we show that if Mis ~ 
continuum. and p is a point of M - (a+b+c) , then all three of !., 
b, and c cannot be in the same one of the two mutually sepa._ra ted 
2 
sets. This fact is used to prove that Mis irreducible among 
§.., b , · and c, which is similar to the fact that an arc is irreducible 
between its end points. After we show that M is a triod, we use 
some properties or the arc to show that M has some or the proper-
ties or an arc, such as, an arc does not contain a simple closed 
curve, and for each pair of points or an arc there is a point or 
the arc which sepirates the two points. 
The following definitions will be used without specific 
reference· to them. 
Def~tion l• A continuum is a compact connected set in a 
metric space. 
Definition ~o A continuum Q is said to be irreducible 
between th~ points !. and b if Q contains !. + b and no proper _ 
subcontinuum of. Q contains!.+ bo 
Def'ini tion l • If' HI K, and T are proper subsets of the · 
connected point set Q and Q - T is the sum of two mutually 
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separated sets containing Hand K respectively, then Tis said to 
sei:e,rate H f'rom Kin Q. 
Definition a• A continuum T is a simple arc if there exist 
two poin~s !. and b of' T such that every point of T - (a+b) 
sei:e,rate~ T but !_and b do not sei:e,rate T. 
Definit~on 2.• A simple triod is the sum of three arcs such 
that there exists a point x which is the intersection of' each 
two of the three arcs ~and which is an end point of ea.ch arc. 
Def'iI;d tion .2,. A continuum which is the swn of' two simple 
arcs having just their end points in camnon is called a simple 
closed curve. 
The following ha.sic theorems will be assumed without proof, 
and in some .places they will be used without specific reference 
to them. 
Theorem 1.1. If Q is a connected subset of two mutually 
sepa.ra.ted sets, then Q is a subset of one of these two sets. 
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Theorem 1.2. If Q is a contil;iuwn intersecting two disjoint 
closed sets Hand K, then Q contains a continuwn Qt which is 
irreducible between H·and K. 
Theorem 1.3. It Q is an irreducible continuum between two 
disjoint closed sets H and K, then Q - H and Q - Kare connected. 
Theorem 1 .4 •. If Q is an irreducible continuum between two 
disjoint closed sets Hand K, then every point of H•Q is a limit 
point of Q - Hand every point of QoK is a limit point of Q - K. 
Theorem 1.5. If Tis a connected subset of the connected 
point se:t, Q and Q - T is the sum of two ttlUtually sei:ara. ted 
point sets H and K, then H + T and K + T are connected. 
Theorem 1.6. If the point c separa.tes the point!. from 
the point bin the connected point set Q, then b does not separate 
!. from c in Q. 
Theorem 1.7. Ii' a point p se~rates a continuum Q into two 
mutually sei:ara. ted sets H and K, then H + p and K + p are continua. 
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Theorem 1 .S. A simple arc does not contain a simple closed 
curve. 
The min theorem developed here (Theorem 2.3) can be 
- . ·- -:-; ~- ·-
obtained as a consequence of Theorem 1.1 in Chapter V of 
ihyburn' s Anal:ytic Topology [ 3 J • However, Whyburn' s theorem 
follows a more _general development than we have undertaken here. 
Also, in Whyburn's book can be found the theorems we have stated 
above about arcs and irreducible continua, and original sources 
can be found in some of the references in Whybtirn's book. 
An expository development of the properties of -an arc which 
we use here can be found in a thesis by Kenneth Hillam [1] • Also 
a similar development of irreducible continua. can be found in a 
thesis by _~est Milton [2]. 
Throughout this thesis, we will let M be a continuum which 
contains three _points §:., b, and c such that every point of 
M - (a+b+c) · seJie.ra. tes M and no one of the points !:., b, and c 
separates M. 
SECTION II 
Theorem 2.1. I£ p is a point of M - (a+b+c) and M - p is 
the sum of two mutually separated sets A and B, then neither A 
nor B contains all three of the points !., b, and c. 
Proof. Suppose th& t all three of the points !., b, and c are· 
in the sa_me one of the sets A and B, say in A. 
Let N be a countable dens~ s.et, in M - (a+b+c)., and let 
PJ., p2, p , • ee be the points of M. As B contains sane point 3 . 
of N, let n:i., be the least integer so that pll:I. is in B. Now 
M - Pnl = Al _+ l3i, where A1 a.nd. Bi :-~re mutually seiarated and 
the point ~ is in A1 • Since !. is in A1 and A + p is a continuum 
in A1 +- Bi_, it follows that. A + p is a subset of A1 • Hence !., b, 
and c are in A1 , and Bi is a : subset of B. 
Let_ X12 be the least integer so that Pn
2 
is in :91• Now 
M - Pn i: A2 + B2, where A2 and B2 are mutually sepuated and the 2 
point !. is in A2 • It can be shown, as above, that !., b, and c 
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are in A2 and that ~ is a subset of B:J.. By continuing this 
process,· we obtain a sequence of points Pn. , Pn , • • • , a 
.l. 2 . 
sequence of sets A1 , A2, ••• , and a sequence of sets Bi, 





~ . is the least integer such that Pn is in ~-li 
-i 
M ~ p is the stm1of the two mutually separated 
.' ni . 
sets A1 and Bi 'Where Ai contains L b, and c; 
B. is a subset of B~ 1_; 1 1-· 
It follows that, £or each i, Bi+ pn is~a closed subset or 
i 
in cODDD.on. Si.nee x is in each Bi' x is different from!., b, 
and c. Therefore M - x = A + B , where A ·-and B are 
- · X X X X 
mutually se})a,rated and !. is in Axo As above, it follows that 
A + p is a subset of Ax so that !., b, and c are in A· o Since no 
X 
p is in all sets of the form Bj+ p . and x is common to all, Il:i. . nj 
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Xis not in the sequence R IP. IP. I eeo 0 ~ •. n2 , ~ 
Suppose sane 
point p . or p , p n... , • .. is in Bx, then x ser:ara tes !. from 
Ilic .nl ~ 
P~· But M - p11k = Ak. + Bk, where Ak and ~ are mutual~ 
separated and Ak contains !. whil~ Bk con~ins x. Sop 
11ic 
separates !. from x. As this is contrary to Theorem 1.6, it follows 
that no point of p .. , Pn , P~i ••• can be in Bx• 
. ~ 2 ., 
There is some point Pt of N in B and there . exists ·an X 
integer s such that n5.( t<ns+l° Thep _M - Pn = As+ B6 , where s 
A 
8 
and B s are mutually . sei:ara ted and !., b, and a a.re in A 6 while 
p and pt are in B., 
ns+l .. - s . The next ~~int . in the sequence Pn1





is p and n is the least integer such that p 
natl s+l nstl 
But t ~ n ,, which means n 1 was not a minimum. s+~ s+ 
This is a. contradiction. Therefore neither of the sets A and 
B contains all three of the points !., b, and c. 
Theorem 2 o_2 o The . continuum M is irreducible among the points 
!., b., and c; that is, no proper subcontirmumof M contains!., b, 
and Co. 
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Proof. Suppose some proper S\lbcontinuum J of M contains!., 
.b, and e ;then 1 ~t p be ~ point of M - J. Now p is. ditferent 
from !., . b, and c since · !., b, and c are in J. . Hence M - p 
·= A + B, where A and B are mutually separated. By Theorem 2.1, 
neither A nor B contains all three of L b, and c; .so we will 
consider, the case where !. is in A and b and c ·are in B. Since 
J contains !. and is a connected subset of M - p, it follows that 
J is a subset of A. &1.t b and C are in J and this involves the 
contradiction that b ·and c ·are in A. Therefore Mis irredu.cib1e 
among !., b, and co 
-
The .following eight lennas are used in proving that M is a 
simple triod. 
Lemna l. It M :contains an arc fran !. to b, then M is a 
-~ 
Pro.of. Suppose .B contains the point c, then it follows from 
Theoreni 2e2 that~ = Mo Bllt c does not sei:ara.te M,wherea.s every 
10 
point of'~ - (.a+b) does sepa.rate'ab. Therefore the point c 
is . not in 'ab. Now since M _is a continuum, M contains an 
irreducible subcontinu'Ulll Q from the point c to an. 
Let Qt = Q - 'ab and let x be a point of Qt - c. Suppose x 
fails to sepa.rate Q., then Q - xis connected. Since x + !,., b., c, 
it follows that M - x = A1 + \, where A1 and BJ_ are mutua._lly 
sepa.ra ted. and A_i. contains !. • Then since 'ab is a subset of 
· M - x, ~ -is a subset of' . A 1 so that A 1 contains both !:, and. . b. 
It follows · from Theorem 2ol that B1 lllllst contain the point c, 
and since Q - x contains c and is connected, Q - x is a subset 
of Br He~ee 'ab and Q - x are mutually separa tedjj But since 
N is irr~du.cible among !., b., and c., _it follows that M = 'ab + Q. 
Renee ,x · ~s common to ~ and Q, . contrary to the choice of' x in Qt. 
This m~ns that any point that .tails to separate Q other t~n .c 
•• ~b· 
l.S J.n a • 
Suppose two points z and y of Q - c fail to sepa.ra.te Qe 
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Then z and y are in ·'1:, and they are limit points of Qt. 
There is an arc 'ai from· !. to z and an arc "by fran b to 1 such 
that Uoby '= fJ (ii" not reverse z and y)o Since &z•by = (;, ~ 
+ 'az t by I and SO there is SOlD.e point e in ~ which is not in 
~ + by. Then Q' + 'u t by is comiected since Qt is connected, 
. . 
and Qt +: ~ + bi contains !., b, and co The point e is neith~r 
. • . • A ..__. . t ,-... ,,,-.... 
sei;ara ted and A2 contalils §.. Since . 2 con~ins !:. and Q t az t by 
is conne'.cted, A2 contains Qt t 'az t bf. Hence L b, and care 
in A2 , contrary to Theorem 2olo Therefore only one point d or 
I 
Q - c fails to separate Q., Since Q contains a.t least two non-
separating points, d and c are these two, and .hence Q is an . 
arc from c to d. The point d is in 'ab, so ~ contains an arc, 
~ . . . . ~ . r:.,,.......,_ 
ad from. ~ to d and an arc bd from b to d such that ad• bd = d. 
This gives M as the sum of three arcs 'ad, M, and 2 such that d 
is the intersection of each two of them ct .Hence M is a simple triod. 
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Lemna g,. It M contains no arc from!. to b and K is a .proper 
subcont~um or M irreducible :from!. to b, then there is an ·arc 
in M which is u-redu.cible fran c to K • * 
Proof. Since M is irredu~ible among !., b, and c, K cannot 
contain c. Since · K is not an arc, there is a point d of K - . (a+b) 
which fails to separate K. Now M - d = A + B, where A .. and B-are 
mutually sei:e,rated and§. is in A. Then since K - d is connected, 
it is a subset of A, and sob is also in A. By 'Iheorem 2.1, the 
point c must be in B. It follows that Bf dis a contirmum which 
contains both _d ~nd c. 
Suppose B + d is not an arc from e to do 'Ihen some point 
x of B - c f~ils to separate B + d. Since x T d, x is not a 
point of K. Hence B + d - x t K is connected. Btlt M - x is 
not connected, and M - x = B + d - x + K. 
This contradiction shows that B + d must be an arc from c to . 
do Furthermore, a + d is irreducible fr-om C to K since K~(B+d) = do 
* Our complete development will show that the hypothesis o.r LelD118. 2 
is false~ However i we find that this lemma is useful in developing 
a proof of our ma.in theorem. 
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Lemma. 1• If K is a su.bcontinuum of M irreducible f'rom ·!. to 
b, _ d is ~ point of K, and ~ is an arc in M irreducible from c to 
- ( · 
K, then every point ot .K - (a+-btd) separates K. 
Proof. Suppose some point x in K - (a-1-b+d) £ails to 
separate K; then K - xis ooxmected. By Theorem 2.2, Mis 
r::.. irreducible among!., b, and c, so M = K + ed. -Since the point 
d is in i - .. x and Kicd' = d, ~being . irreducible from c to K, 
it follows that K - x -+ Q is connected. Since x + !.,b,c, 
then by definition M - x is not connected. But this involves 
a contradiction: as M - x = K - x t Q. There.fore, every po;11t 
of K - (a+b+d) separates K. 
Lennna. ~. If M contains two intersecting arcs such that one 
of them contains a and the other contains c, then Mis a triod. 
~ ,.. -
Proof'. Let 'ac:i'2 and g-1 be arcs containing !. and c respectively 
such that ~ 2 and 'cd'1 have a point x in common. 
contains an arc from!. to c. Hence it follows from Lemma. 1 
that Mis a - simple triod. 
LenibB . .i~ The continuum M contains two proper subcontin~ ·. K1 
and~ such that K1 is irreducible between sane .pair or the points 
I 
!_, b., and C and~ is irred~cible bet~een sane other pair .of these 
points. 
Proof • . Let P]_ be a point <>£ M- (a+b4-c}. Then M - Pi 
= ~ t J\, . wh.ere ~ and 8i_ ~re mutually sei;arated. By Theqrem 2.1., 
!., b., and . c, ~nnot a~ three ·, be in one of .the sets ~ and I\ .. 
Let us conside;r the case where ~ .· 8,o?ld b are in 41 and c is ~ :e1 • 
Now ~ + p1 , is a proper subcontinuum of M which contains !. · and 
b •
1 
'lheref ore . M contains. a -proper s~continuum K1 which is 
irreducible between !. .a.nd b. 
If K1 is an arc, then by Lemma 1., M is a triod; and thus a 
proper s~bcontinuum K2 , of M., irreducible fran b to c can be 
round. But . if ~ is not an arc., then by Lemma. 2, there , is a.n 
arc ~ irreducible from c to K1 • By Lemna 3., every point of 
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and A2 contains!. while B2 contains b, since K1 is irreducible 
between§. and b. Either A2 or B2 contains di, say B2 does. 
Then B2 t p2 is a continuum containing b and di~ Now B2 
t p2 t~ is a proper subcontinuuni of M con~ining band c. 
Therefore M contains a proper subcontinuum K2 irreducible 
between b and co 
Leouna .2• If M is not a tri~d and M contains irreducible sub-
continua. Kl and K2 from!_ to b a,:n.<i .from b ·to c respectively, 
and arcs Q1 and ~ irreducible from c to K1 and from !. to K2 
respectively, such that d1 ·and · d2 fail to separate K1 and ~ 
respectively, then K1:) a.d2 __ an~ K£:) cd1 • *: · 
Proof. Since, by Theorem. 2o2, M is irreducible among !., b, 
is not a triod, gland~ do not irlt.ers~ct. Therefore Kl must 
contain Q'2 and K2 must contain ~ Q 
* Refer to footnote on i:age 12. 
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Lemma lo If in Le~. 6~ H1 is 8:n irredu.cible continuum in 
Proof'. Since· H1 is an irreduqible continuum from d2 to b; 
H1 - ~ is connected and contains b. Now K1 = H1 +Q2, since 
K1 is irreducible f;rom !,_ to b. By" Lemaa 4, H1 must contain d1 
because K1 contains d1 • 
X fa,-°2• 
is cormecte.d. But this is M - d2 which in not connectedo 
Lemm9. j!o If' Mis not a. triod,· then M contains a. pr,oper 
13U.bcontinuum H such tba. t H has the same properties a..s Mo* 
Proof' o Let K1 and K2 be irreducible proper subcontinua in 
M from!. to b and f'ran b to c re.spectively. Since Mis not a. 
triod, it follows !ran Lemma 1 that there exists points d1 and 
<32 which lie 1n· but fail to se~rate K1 and K2 respectively. Then 
* Refer to footnote on ?lge 12. 
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by LeDlll8S ~· and J, there exist arcs ~ and ~ irreducible from: 
' ' . r) . . 
c and !. to Ki and K2 respectively•: And by Lenuna 6, K1:) ad2 while 
continua ~ K1 and K2 £rem b to d2 and from b to d1 respectively. 
I 
Hence His the sum of two continua -w.l.th a conunon pout b, so H 
is a continQ.wn. 
Suppose s'ome point ·a.4 of :H, where ~ + d1 , d2 , b, £ails t~ 
separate H. Then H - ~ is eo~ected, and by Lemma 7, H - ~ 
t g2 t 'cdi/ is co~eeted. Since M :is- irreducible· among ·!., b, 
But~ .... ~ is not connected.- Therefore d4 must s~parate H. 
£ail to separate H. Suppose one of thE!se does sep!,rate H. Then 
all but two points of H; separate H. Hence H is an arc and 
contains 
~ 2 + H :aan are containing ·§. and b. 'ftnis by Lemm 1, M would 
be a simple triod, but M is not a triod. Therefore d1 , d2, and 
18 
H.· 
Theorem~. The cont:inutun Mis a triod. 
Proof" Suppose M is not _a triod.. Them M contains two 
proper subcontinua K1 and K2 satisfying the conclusion or 
Lemma 5., Consider the cas.e where K1 is ~reducible between 
1.and band~ is irreducible between band c. 
Ir one of K1 and K2 were an are, the1;1 by Lemm 1, M would 
be a triod-. Therefore n~ither KJ_ nor K2 is ,an arc. Hence 
is connected, and there is a point d2 of K2, ~ere d2 + b,c, 
such that K2 - d2 is connected.· It follows from Lemmas 2 and ! 
3 that there is an arcQ1 in M irreducible from c to K1 and 
there is an arc ~ in M irreducible from !, to K2. '!he arcs 
I 
'22 and ~ have no point in common since, if' they did, by 
I 
I 
Lemma. 4, M would be a. triod o 
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Since K1 and K2-are continua:, and by Lemma. 6, K1:) g 2 and 
~:) 'ed'1:, then K1 contains an irreducib;:te sub continuum H1 from 
~ to b and K2 contains an irreducible su.boontinuum H2 from d1 to· 
.bo Let H = H1 + H20 Then by Lemm 8 11 and its proof 11 H _is a 
continuum such that every point of H - ( d1 +<i2tb) sepa._ra tes H 
whereas di,~., and b do not separate H. 
If there is an ~re from any one of d1 , -d2 , b to one of the 
other two., th·en M contahls an are co11;taining two of !., b, and c 
and so is a triod by 1emna 1:. For example, ft there is an 
containing !. and c. iberef ore, there is no arc from one of. 
d_i,, d2 ., b to one of the remaining two. Now H contains two 
F.oper subcontinua Ni_ and N2 satisfying the conclusion of 
We will consider two cases which w.ill take care of all 
possibilities. First the case 'Where N:i_ is irreducible from 
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d1 to b and N2 is irreducible from d2 to b. Since N2 is not 
an arc, there exists_ a point t 1 or N2 - (~+b) such that x.2 - t 1 
is connectedo It follows fran Lemnas 2 and 3 that there is an 
arc ~ in H irreducible frcm di to N2 • The set lI is a subset 
is a subset of :K1• 
subset, then · ~ t ~ · is a proper · subset of K1 o Bu.t N2, + ~ 
is a aontimmm containing !. and. p and. cannot be a proper subset 
of K1 since K1 is irreducible oetween !. ~nd b. Therefore M is 
a triod. 
The second case is wh.ere· :Ni is irredticibl$ from di to ~ 
·-· . 
and N2 is irreducible fr~ d2 _ to · b. Now since N2 is not ah 
arc, there exists a point t 2 c;,fN2-- (~t,b) such that N2 - t 2 
is comiectedo It follows from: Lemmas 2 and 3 tba~-there is an 
of K1 since His a subset or K1 o Since G:i:'1 is a p~oper subset 
21 
ot ~ 2 + ~., then N2 -t, ~ is a proper subset of ~. &it 
N2 + Q 2 is a continuum and contains !. and b which contradicts 
the fact that K1 is irreducible between 1,and b. Therefore M 
is a trlodo 
tba t M - p = A + B + c, where. A, .' B., and C are ~tually separated 
and A contains L B contains . b., and C cc;,ntains c. 
Proof. Since M is a triod, there· is a point x such that M 
is the sum of three are,·s ~ ·- .'bi'., and 'ex'., where x is the inter-
section of each t~ or: ~hem. Then M - x = (G -- x) + (G' - x) 
+ (6?- x). Thes.e •three sets are· Ill\l\ua.11.y separated and each 
contains one .of!., b, and Co 
Theorem ~. If' e and f are two distinct points of M ~ (a+l;>ic), 
then there exists a point p of !I suchcthat .,M ... p =· A +·B, wiiere 
A anci B are mutually separa,t,ed and A eo~it:ls e while B contains f. 
~. Since Mis a triod., there is a point Jt such that M. 
22 
~~ ~ is the sum of three arcs ax, bx, and ex, where x is the inter-
seetion of each two of them. If both e and f ~re in one of the 
I"'- ~ ,,--... r'\ 
arcs ax, bx, and ex, say in ax, then there exists a point p of 
~ such that G'- p = A1 + ~, where A1 and Bi are mtually 
separated and A1 contains e while ~ con~hs f. Fd.ther A1 or 
B:i_ contains x, say A1 does. 'f'his means that 1i_ contains !.• 
and B2 contains Xe, Since A1 .- -t- 'ex. .. +Q is connected and 
contains x . but not p, it is a subset of_ B2 •.. · This set contains 
band c, so A2 must contain§; by Theorem 2ol and therefore., A2 
must contain B:J_ o Hence e is in ~ and _ t _is in A2 o 
' ,,-.... r"', ' ~ 
Suppose e and f are in different a;rq~ of ax, bx, and ex, 
say e is in 'ax' and f .is ill g but neither e nor f is x. Then 
M - X : (ai - x) + (bx - x) t (2 - x) such that ax - x, bx - x, 
and de - X are mutually separated.o Since e is in~ - X and f 
~ is in bx .;.. x, the point X sepa.ra te.s e from f in Mo 
23 
Theorem 206. '!he continuum M does not contain a simple 
closed curve. 
Proof. . Suppose M contains a simple closed curve Jo Since 
M is a triod, M = 'G + ~ + 2., where x is the intersection of 
ea.ch two or these three arcs. Fran the proof or Theorem 2.4, 
M - x = (G' - x) + (Q - x) + (2 -. x) where these three sets 
are mu.t'U&ll7 sepa.ra. ted. Since J is a simple closed curve, J - x 
is connected. Hence J - xis a subset or one or the sets~ - x, 
2 - x, and ~ - x, say it is a subset or~ - x. '!hen J is a 
subset of '2. Bat an are cannot contain a simple closed curve 
by Theorem 1.8. Therefore M does not contain a simple closed curve. 
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